
Celebrity  Couple  News:
‘Bachelorette’  Tayshia  Adams
Picks Her Final 3 And Sends
Someone Home

By Nicole Maher

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Bachelorette  Tayshia  Adams
narrowed down her remaining contestants to just three men
after hometown dates. According to UsMagazine.com, Adams hoped
these dates would provide an opportunity to get to know both
the men and their families better. The reality tv star went on
four  individual  dates  during  the  episode  and  made  the
heartbreaking  decision  to  send  one  man  home.  

In celebrity couple news, Tayshia
Adams is down to her final three
suitors. What are some ways to know
that someone is right for you?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes we encounter a person who we find both attractive
and kind, but inevitably do not have the best chemistry with.
These  situations  can  be  challenging  because  you  may  be
reluctant to let go of someone when nothing is necessarily
wrong,  they  are  just  not  your  perfect  match.  If  you  are
looking for some ways to know that someone is right for you,
Cupid has some advice for you: 
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1. Your bond feels natural: While it may not be love at first
sight,  creating  a  bond  with  someone  should  feel  easy  and
natural if they are the right person for you. There may be
awkward silences in conversations or mild miscommunications
while  you  are  getting  to  know  someone,  but  the  overall
progression of the relationship should never feel forced.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  ‘Bachelorette’  Clare  Crawley
Says  She’s  ‘Going  Through  Things’  After  Thanksgiving  with
Dale 

2.  You’re  progressing  at  the  same  pace:  There  is  no  set
timeline that you need to follow when you are getting to know
or dating someone new. However, the two of you should be
progressing at relatively the same pace as the relationship
continues. If one person is still holding back months into the
relationship, it may be a sign they are not the right person
for you.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Dean  Unglert  Admits  He  Was
‘Disappointed’ in Caelynn Miller-Keyes Past 

3. You don’t feel stressed: Your intuition is your best friend
when starting a relationship with someone new. Sometimes we
still  feel  stressed  with  things  appearing  to  be  going
perfectly, which may be a result of some underlying factor you
are avoiding. If the current situation you are in causes you
to feel a constant low level of stress, it may be a sign that
person is not your perfect match. 

What are some other ways to know if someone is right for you?
Start a conversation in the comments below!
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Celebrity  News:
‘Bachelorette’  Clare  Crawley
Says  She’s  ‘Going  Through
Things’  After  Thanksgiving
with Dale

By Nicole Maher

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  former  Bachelorette  Clare
Crawley alluded to some troubles in her celebrity relationship
with  Dale  Moss  after  the  pair  spent  this  Thanksgiving
together.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Crawley  provided
insight into the issues of their relationship in an Instagram
caption, and explained how being a reality television star
does not “exempt” her from having real emotions. The pair made
history after getting engaged after just two weeks on the show
this past season.

In celebrity news, things may not
be  rainbows  and  roses  for  Clare
Crawley  and  her  new  beau,  Dale.
What  are  some  signs  your
relationship needs help?

Cupid’s Advice:

Every relationship is bound to run into issues at some point,
whether it is early-on or after some time. While tough to
navigate, these issues can point you to the areas of your
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relationship that need some more attention. If you are looking
for some signs that your relationship needs help, Cupid has
some advice for you:

1.  You’ve  stopped  trying  to  problem-solve:  In  a  healthy
relationship, most issues are addressed with problem-solving
and compromise. However, if these issues have caused you to
avoid discussing possible solutions and led you to avoid the
topic altogether, then it is a sign that your relationship
needs help. Looking for new areas of compromise or different
communication strategies may help you work through this rocky
period.

Related Link: Celebrity News: New ‘Bachelorette’ Tayshia Adams
Defends Contestants After Taking Over for Clare Crawley

2. You’ve purposely spent less time together: Everyone needs a
break from the partner occasionally, even if it is just for a
few  hours.  But  if  you  find  yourself  looking  for  extra
opportunities to spend some time away from your partner, it
may be a sign that your relationship needs help. This person
should be considered a safe-space in your life, not someone
you are looking to avoid.

Related Link: Celebrity News: DeAnna Pappas Hints At Clare
Crawley’s Relationship Status with Dale Moss

3.  You  have  fundamental  differences:  Especially  in  newer
relationships, it can be exciting when you have a lot in
common  with  your  partner,  but  challenging  when  you  start
discovering differences. Large fundamental differences, such
as desired living situations and future ideas of marriage and
children, can reveal areas of your relationship that need
help.  If  both  partners  are  willing  to  compromise  in  some
areas, it could easily become a resolved issue.

What are some other signs that a relationship needs help?
Start a conversation in the comments below.
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Celebrity  News:  Vanessa
Hudgens Opens Up About What
She Wants in an Ideal Partner
After Split

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, Vanessa Hudgens revealed what
she wants in the ideal partner following her celebrity break-
up with Austin Butler. According to UsMagazine.com, Hudgens is
open to dating someone whether they are in the public eye or
not. Hudgens and Butler separated in January of this year
after dating for nearly nine years. Since their break-up,
Hudgens has revealed that she has not been dating amid the
coronavirus pandemic and her busy acting schedule.

In celebrity news, Vanessa Hudgens
is reevaluating what she looks for
in a partner after her split from
Austin Butler. What are some ways
to learn from a break-up?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Although challenging, break-ups provide a great opportunity
for learning lessons from a past relationship, as well as
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determining what you want out of future relationships. If you
are looking for some ways to learn from a break-up, Cupid has
some advice for you:

1.  Set  priorities:  Break-ups  provide  a  great  time  to
reestablish your priorities and expectations about what you
want in a future relationship. While you likely had an idea of
your priorities before you even started dating, going through
an unsuccessful relationship can reveal what you truly need
from a partner to make things work. Take this time to update
your priorities so that you know what is a must-have the next
time around. 

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Julianne Hough Files for
Divorce from Brooks Laich 5 Months After Split

2. Establish deal-breakers: Deciding on deal-breakers is just
as important as setting priorities. A person can have all of
the  characteristics  you  favor,  but  if  they  have  a  major
lifestyle habit that you disagree with, it can cause conflict
in the future. Deal breakers also don’t have to be “negative”
attributes about the person, but can simply be factors like
distance and the type of relationship you are both looking
for. 

Related Link: Celebrity News: Machine Gun Kelly Says He’s a
‘Better Person’ After Falling in Love with Megan Fox

3. Consider external factors: When we’re in a relationship, we
sometimes tend to put that aspect of your life above others.
Break-ups are a great time to look at other aspects of your
life and decide if you’d like to spend some time improving
them as well. By working to better yourself professionally or
mentally  between  partners,  you  will  enter  your  next
relationship with a more solid foundation and be ready to put
in all the necessary effort. 

What are some other ways to learn from a break-up? Start a
conversation in the comments below.
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Celebrity  Break-Up:  Olivia
Wilde Ditches Engagement Ring
After Jason Sudeikis Split

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, Olivia Wilde has removed her
engagement ring after her celebrity break-up with fiancé Jason
Sudeikis. According to UsMagazine.com, Wilde was first spotted
without her ring while spending some time at a horse stable in
Los Angeles, California. The couple began dating in November
of 2011 and announced their engagement in January of 2013.

In celebrity break-up news, Olivia
Wilde  is  no  longer  sporting  the
engagement  ring  she  got  from  ex
Jason  Sudeikis.  What  are  some
physical ways you can cope with a
break-up?

Cupid’s Advice:

One of the hardest things to deal with in a break-up is
letting  go  of  some  of  the  physical  reminders  of  your
relationship. If you are looking for some physical ways you
can cope with a break-up, Cupid has some advice for you: 
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1. Lose the jewelry: Whether it’s an engagement ring or a
necklace, taking off any jewelry that was given to you by your
ex is a good first step in removing physical reminders of your
break-up.  This  will  also  give  others  the  clue  that  your
relationship has ended without you necessarily needing to tell
everyone verbally. After some time has passed, you can decide
what to do with the jewelry long-term. 

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Lamar Odom & Fiancée Sabrina
Parr Call It Quits 

2. Clean your social media: In the modern age, nearly everyone
in a relationship has shared some pictures with their partner
on social media. Another physical way of coping with a break-
up is to clear that person from your field. This can include
archiving pictures of you two together, removing tags from
past photos, and muting or unfollowing your ex’s account. 

Related Link: Celebrity News: Alex Trebek’s Wife Shares Photo
of Their Wedding After Thanking Fans for Support After His
Death 

3. Put away past gifts: While you may have a sentimental
attachment to some of the gifts your ex has given you in the
past, it is a good idea to remove these gifts from view. Just
like with jewelry, placing the gifts you’ve received in a box
and putting them away for a while can help take your mind off
the break-up. Once your emotions have settled, then you can
decide what to keep, return, and get rid of. 

What are some other physical ways that can help you cope with
a break-up? Start a conversation in the comments below. 
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Celebrity News: Blake Shelton
& Gwen Stefani Toast to CMT
Music Awards 2020 Win

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani
celebrated their recent win at the CMT Music Awards 2020 for
their  duet  “Nobody  But  You.”  According  to  UsMagazine.com,
Shelton and Stefani toasted to their win while watching the
award ceremony from their living room. The celebrity couple
has been together since 2015, and have released a total of
four duets together. Both singers took to their social media
accounts  to  thank  their  fans  and  each  other  for  all  the
support. 

In celebrity news, Blake and Gwen
are  the  definition  of  a  power
couple!  What  are  some  ways  to
celebrate your accomplishments with
your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

One of the best parts of being in a relationship is getting to
celebrate  your  accomplishments  with  the  person  you  love.
Whether it is something that you have accomplished together or
individually, it is the perfect opportunity to provide some
congratulations. If you are looking for some ways to celebrate
your accomplishments with your partner, Cupid has some advice
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for you:

1. Plan a date: The perfect way to celebrate an accomplishment
within your relationship is to plan a date. Whether it is a
dinner  at  your  favorite  restaurant  or  a  weekend  getaway,
planning a date is a great way to show your partner how proud
you are of them, and gives you an opportunity to celebrate
together.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwen Stefani & Blake
Shelton’s Love Takes Center Stage at 2020 ACM Awards

2.  Buy  them  a  gift:  Gifts  are  another  thoughtful  way  of
celebrating an accomplishment within your relationship. If it
was  your  partner  that  achieved  their  goal,  then  buy  them
something you know they’ve been wanting for a while. If it is
something that you’ve accomplished together, then you can both
contribute and buy something for the two of you to share. 

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Sofia Richie Is Dating
Matthew Morton After Scott Disick Split 

3. Tell them you’re proud: Sometimes the best way to celebrate
an accomplishment and make your partner feel important is to
simply tell them how proud you are. Words of affirmation can
go  a  long  way  in  making  your  partner  feel  special  and
strengthening your relationship, and are not something that
should be overlooked just because they are free! 

What are some other ways to celebrate an accomplishment with
your partner? Start a conversation in the comments below!
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Celebrity News: Amanza Smith
Says Ex Taye Diggs Supported
Her & Kids for 5 Years

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, Amanza Smith revealed that she
was  financially  dependent  on  her  celebrity  ex  Taye  Diggs
during their relationship. According to UsMagazine.com, the
couple dated for five years following Smith’s divorce from NFL
star Ralph Brown. During their relationship, Diggs “took care”
of  Smith  and  her  two  children  as  Smith  did  not  have  a
consistent job. Following the couple’s split in 2018, Smith
was motivated to be financially stable on her own and began
working as a real estate agent on Selling Sunset. 

In  celebrity  news,  Amanza  Smith
says her ex Taye Diggs took care of
her and her kids for the five years
they were together. What are some
ways to rebuild your life (and your
finances) after a break-up?

Cupid’s Advice:

Among the many challenges people face following a break-up,
rebuilding  your  life  and  finances  are  some  of  the  most
difficult. If you are looking for some ways to get back on the
right track following a break-up, Cupid has some advice for
you:
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1. Scale down: Whether it is downsizing where you’re living or
canceling a few memberships/subscriptions, scaling down might
be necessary following a financially dependent break-up. Don’t
be disheartened by the need to cut back in a few areas after a
relationship ends. Scaling down is only temporary, and these
novelties can be added back into your life once you’re on your
feet again. 

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Sofia Richie Unfollows Scott
Disick Amid Bella Banos Dating Rumors

2. Create a new budget: Your style of living usually changes
following a break-up, especially if you were living with your
ex partner. These changes will also mean you need to recess
your budget and spending habits. By keeping track of your new
sources of income and expenses, you will feel like you have
more control of your finances moving forward. 

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: ‘DWTS’ Pro Cheryl Burke
Says Husband Matthew Lawrence Is Her ‘Rock’ Amid Sobriety
Journey 

3. Explore new opportunities: You will probably be looking for
some kind of change in your life following a break-up, so use
this as a chance to explore new opportunities. If there is a
career field you have always wanted to break into or a product
you have always wanted to create, now is the time to do it.
Not only could it serve as a source of income, but it will
also have you feeling like you’re headed on a new track in
life. 

What  are  some  other  ways  to  rebuild  your  life  (and  your
finances)  after  a  break-up?  Start  a  conversation  in  the
comments below. 
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Celebrity News: ‘Pump Rules’
Tom Sandoval & Ariana Madix
Weren’t Invited to Co-Stars’
Gender Reveal Parties

By Nicole Maher

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Vanderpump  Rules  stars  Tom
Sandoval and Ariana Madix revealed they weren’t invited to any
of  their  co-stars’  gender  reveal  parties.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple didn’t make the guest
list for at least three gender reveal parties hosted by their
co-stars.  However,  Sandoval  and  Madix  were  not  the  only
couples excluded from these gatherings, as cast member Scheana
Shay and her boyfriend Brock Davies also weren’t invited to
one of the parties. 

In  celebrity  news,  the  drama  is
heating up off-screen for current
and former Vanderpump Rules stars.
How do you decide who to invite to
important events in your life?

Cupid’s Advice:

Social gathering restrictions or not, it can be hard to narrow
down the guest list for important events in your life. While
you may not be looking to hurt anyone’s feelings, leaving
someone off the guest list can cause drama. If you are looking
for ways to decide who to invite to important events, Cupid
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has some advice for you:

1. Establish a limit: The first step in planning a gathering
is to determine how many people you want to invite. If the
event you are hosting is at a venue, this number may already
be established for you. Don’t let the pressure of feeling the
need to invite everyone overpower how many people you actually
want in attendance. 

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars
Brittany Cartwright & Jax Taylor Are Expecting First Child
Together

2.  Make  a  priority  list:  After  establishing  a  number  of
people, you need to decide who exactly you want to invite by
creating a priority list. If the event involves more than one
person, such as a gender reveal or wedding, make sure each
host has a priority list of about the same length. 

Related Link: Celebrity News: False Alarm! ‘Pump Rules’ Lala
Kent & Randall Emmet Are Still Together

3. Acknowledge others after: In the world of social media,
it’s impossible to have a party without people who weren’t
invited finding out about it eventually. Rather than ignoring
these people, try to make them feel included in some way. By
creating a post thanking all those in attendance and those who
showed  their  support  through  social  media,  you  will  make
everyone feel like they had a part in your event, even if they
weren’t there in person. 

What are some other ways to decide who to invite to important
events in your life? Start a conversation in the comments
below.
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Celebrity  Baby  News:  Rooney
Mara  &  Joaquin  Phoenix
Welcome First Child

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, celebrity couple Rooney Mara and
Joaquin  Phoenix  welcomed  their  first  child.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, the couple named their celebrity baby after
Joaquin Phoenix’s late brother, River Phoenix. The couple’s
pregnancy was confirmed in May, with Mara being about six
months along at the time. The child’s name was announced at
the 2020 Zurich Film Festival following the screening of a
documentary  titled  Gunda,  which  was  executive  produced  by
Phoenix. 

This celebrity baby was named after
Joaquin’s  late  brother.  What  are
some  ways  to  incorporate  an
important family member’s name into
your child’s name?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Whether  it’s  the  name  of  a  parent,  grandparent,  or  lost
sibling,  many  people  look  to  incorporate  important  family
names into the names of their children. If you are looking for
the best ways to incorporate these important family member’s
names into that of your child, Cupid has some advice for you:
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1. Middle name: If you and your partner have already decided
on the first name of your child, then opt for using the family
member’s name as the middle name. This can be a great option
if you feel that the important family member’s name is out-of-
date, or simply does not seem to match the personality of your
family and newborn child. 

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars
Brittany Cartwright & Jax Taylor Are Expecting First Child
Together

2. Switch the gender: Sometimes the gender of the child is
different from that of the past family member. One way to
incorporate the family name despite this difference is to find
the gender-equivalent. Many names are unisex or have male and
female versions, such as Michael and Michelle, which can make
it easy to incorporate an important family name even if the
gender of your baby is different. 

Related Link: Celebrity News: Blac Chyna Says Raising Dream
Without Child Support Is Her ‘Biggest Flex’

3. Right up front: Just as Mara and Phoenix did, place the
important family member’s name right up front. By choosing to
use the family member’s name as your child’s first name, you
are showing just how important that person was to you. It is
also a great way for your child to feel connected to this
family member, even if they never had the opportunity to meet
them. 

What are some other ways to incorporate an important family
member’s  name  into  the  name  of  your  child?  Start  a
conversation  in  the  comments  below!
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Celebrity  Baby  News:  Penn
Badgley  &  Domino  Kirke
Welcome First Child Together

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, Penn Badgely and Domino Kirke
welcomed  their  first  celebrity  baby  together  after  having
multiple  miscarriages.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the
celebrity couple first shared the news of their baby’s birth
on Kirke’s Instagram. While this is the first child the couple
have together, Badgley has been acting as a stepfather toward
Kirke’s  ten-year-old  son,  Cassius,  from  a  previous
relationship. Kirke has described her husband Badgley as being
a “good stepdad,” and is excited to raise their own child
together as well.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Penn  and
Domino  welcomed  a  child  together
after  suffering  multiple
miscarriages. What are some ways to
support  each  other  through  a
miscarriage?

Cupid’s Advice:

There is so much excitement around expecting a child with your
partner,  and  the  last  thing  you  want  to  consider  is  the
possibility  of  having  a  miscarriage.  Unfortunately,  many
couples  do  experience  miscarriages  during  their  pregnancy
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journeys. If you are looking for ways to support your partner
and relationship through a miscarriage, Cupid has some advice
for you:

1.  Relieve  any  guilt:  Miscarriages  are  one  of  the  most
emotional events a couple can experience when trying to have a
child. Despite following all of the pregnancy guidelines and
visiting doctors regularly, an issue such as miscarriage can
still occur. It is important to remove any guilt or blame
surrounding  a  miscarriage,  and  assure  both  partners  that
neither of them are at fault.

Related link: Celebrity Baby News: Gigi Hadid Gets Flirty with
Zayn Malik Ahead of Baby No. 1’s Arrival

2. Develop a plan: Deciding on the next-steps following a
miscarriage are painful but necessary. These types of events
can be emotionally exhausting in a relationship, and it is
important to discuss how both of you wish to move forward
together.  Having  a  conversation  about  if  and  when  to  try
again, as well as the possibility of exploring other options
can help relieve some stress and provide a new sense of hope
in the relationship.

Related link: Celebrity Baby News: Hilaria Gives Birth to 5th
Child with Alec Baldwin 

3. Attend to the family: After a miscarriage, a majority of
the attention goes to the woman who was pregnant. While it is
essential to support her through this process, it is also
important to tend to the rest of the family. Both partners and
any  existing  children  were  all  likely  looking  forward  to
welcoming a new child into the family, and will all have their
own grief processes following a miscarriage.

What are some other ways to support your partner through a
miscarriage? Start a conversation in the comments below.
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Celebrity  News:  Find  Out
Where Scott Disick and Sofia
Richie’s  Relationship  Stands
As  He  Vacations  with  Ex
Kourtney Kardashian

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Scott Disick and Sofia Richie’s
on-again,  off-again  relationship  seems  to  be  off  as  he
vacations  with  his  celebrity  ex,  Kourtney  Kardashian,  and
their  kids.  A  source  close  to  the  celebrity  couple  tells
EOnline.com that “they are still in contact and have seen each
other  multiple  times  in  the  last  month  but  are  not  as
inseparable as before.” While Disick vacations with Kardashian
in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, Richie is “hesitant about getting
back together” with him, according to the source,

In celebrity news, Scott and Sofia
are  definitely  on  the  outs  right
now.  What  are  some  ways  to  keep
your partner from being jealous of
your ex?

Cupid’s Advice:
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It’s normal to sometimes feel jealous of your partner’s ex,
even in the happiest relationships. But obsessing over that
jealously can cause serious harm. If you need help getting
your partner past their jealousy, Cupid has some advice for
you.

1. Reassure them: Remind your partner that you and your ex
broke up for a reason. Remind them that you chose to be with
them, not your ex. It’s easy to get lost in overthinking, so
reassure your partner of your feelings. Ask if there’s more
you can be doing to help them feel comfortable.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick Seen Dining With
Kourtney Kardashian Amid Sofia Richie Split

2.  Get to the root: Find out why your partner is so fixated
on your ex. It’s normal to feel jealous, but if jealousy is
consuming your partner, there might be an underlying issue.
It’s likely that your partner is feeling insecure (we’ve all
been there!), but make sure there isn’t something more serious
going through their head. 

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kourtney Kardashian Says She Has
‘Responsibility’ to Teach Kids About White Privilege

3.  Focus  on  your  relationship:  Actions  speak  louder  than
words. Put extra energy into your relationship and show your
partner that you’re choosing them and your future together.
Strengthening your relationship will not only bring you closer
but help calm any anxiety your partner may be feeling.

How  do  you  help  your  partner  get  past  jealousy?  Start  a
conversation in the comments below!
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Celebrity Couple News: Khloé
Kardashian & Tristan Thompson
Want  to  Buy  a  New  Home
Together

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Khloé Kardashian and Tristan
Thompson  are  searching  for  a  new  home  together  after  the
celebrity exes reunited during the pandemic. A source close to
the pair told UsMagazine.com of their plans to live together
after their breakup in February 2019: “Tristan wants to prove
to Khloé that he has changed and wants to make this permanent
with a family home.” The celebrity couple shares a two-year-
old daughter, True.

In celebrity couple news, Khloé and
Tristan  are  on  such  good  terms
again that they’re looking to buy a
home together. What do you do if
you  and  your  partner  disagree  on
the features you want in a home?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you and your partner are ready to move into a new place
together, you’re likely excited about this next step in your
relationship. Unfortunately, you might find out you and your
partner can’t agree on what you want in a home. If you’re
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worried about making this compromise, Cupid has some advice
for you:

1. Decide your must-haves: Both you and your partner should
make separate lists of your must-haves for your new home.
Compare lists afterward and find out what you agree on from
the get-go. Use these features you already agree on as the
foundation for your house search.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Tristan Thompson ‘Isn’t Giving
Up’ On a Future with Khloe Kardashian

2.  Focus  on  your  budget:  Most  couples  have  a  hard  time
deciding on a budget. A good rule of thumb is your monthly
payments should be less than 25% of your net pay. Going by
this rule gives a more definite budget and can prevent you (or
your partner) from wanting to get a home outside of this
range.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kanye West Visits Hospital for
‘Anxiety’ After Apologizing to Kim Kardashian

3.  Lean  on  your  realtor:  Your  real  estate  agent  will  be
knowledgeable about the housing market in your area and should
be able to give you and your partner impartial advice. They
won’t be able to magically fix your disagreement, but they
might be able to help you reach that compromise.

How do you reach a mutual understanding with your partner?
Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity Baby News: ‘This Is
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Us’  Star  Chris  Sullivan  &
Wife Rachel Welcome Baby Boy

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, This Is Us star Chris Sullivan
and wife Rachel Reichard welcomed their first child together,
son Bear Maxwell Sullivan. The celebrity baby made his debut
on July 28, at 10:02 PM. Sullivan shared the news on an
Instagram  post,  where  he  gushed  about  his  new  family:
“Witnessing [Rachel] bring our first son into this world,
after 20 hours of labor, was one of the great honors of my
life.” The celebrity couple tied the knot in 2010.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Chris
Sullivan and his wife are parents!
What are some ways to prepare your
relationship for parenthood?

Cupid’s Advice:

Being  a  parent  changes  your  life  and  it’ll  change  your
relationship with your partner. This change doesn’t have to be
a bad thing! Make sure the growth of your family brings you
and your partner closer. If you’re worried about babyproofing
your relationship, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Celebrate your relationship: Reminisce with your partner
about your pre-parenthood days. Your relationship will change
with the birth of your child and it’s okay to be upset about
some of the changes. Accept the “loss” by celebrating the end
of your time as a family of two.
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Related  Link:  Celebrity  Babies:  Carrie  Underwood  Said  She
‘Considered Adoption’ Following Multiple Miscarriages

2. Discuss expectations: When your child arrives, there will
be way more work to go around. Discuss with your partner what
roles each of you will have when your baby arrives. It’s
important to go into parenthood with a plan, but you should
also be flexible. You two are a team, after all!

 

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kourtney Kardashian Says She Has
‘Responsibility’ to Teach Kids About White Privilege

3. Appreciate the little things: Be thankful for the little
things your partner does to show their love. There will be
less time for date nights when you have a new baby, but that
doesn’t  mean  there’s  no  time  for  romance.  Find  the  small
moments that show your partner has your back.

How do you prep your relationship for your baby’s arrival?
Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Couple  Blake
Shelton & Gwen Stefani Drop
New Song ‘Happy Anywhere’

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani
released their new quarantine-inspired song, “Happy Anywhere.”
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The pair sings in the chorus: “I’m running wide open / I was
born with my feet in motion / But since I met you, I swear / I
could  be  happy  anywhere.”  This  is  the  celebrity  couple’s
second musical collaboration, previously releasing the country
ballad “Nobody But You” in December 2019.

In celebrity couple news, Blake and
Gwen  collaborated  on  a  new  song.
What are some ways to share your
passions with the one you love?
Cupid’s Advice:

We may not all work in the same industry as our partner, but
that doesn’t mean you can’t share your hobbies with them! If
you’re looking for a way to get your partner more involved
with your interests, Cupid has some advice for you.

1. Swap interests: When asking your partner to try something
you’re interested in, offer to try one of their hobbies, too.
Committing to trying something they like will motivate them if
they’re initially hesitant to try something you like.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: Gwen Stefani & Blake
Shelton Want to Get Married Post-Pandemic

2. Make it a date: Make a night of doing the activity you’re
passionate about. It’ll be more fun to enjoy this experience
together, instead of you teaching your partner about it for
the night. Try to get on equal footing and have fun with your
partner.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani Had No Idea Who
Blake Shelton Was Before ‘The Voice’

3. Give them a way out: Make it easier for your partner to say
yes to trying something new. Instead of planning an intense
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day-long activity, do something with a built-in out so you’re
partner feels comfortable quitting if they aren’t enjoying it.
Start small and work up to more intensive days.

How do you introduce your partner to your interests? Start a
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  News:  Kim
Kardashian  Is  Meeting  with
Divorce Lawyers After Kanye’s
Tweets

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Kim Kardashian is contemplating
divorce from husband Kanye West. A source close to Kardashian
told UsWeekly.com that “Kim has been meeting with lawyers to
explore and talk about divorce.” This was prompted by West
revealing the celebrity couple almost terminated Kardashian’s
first pregnancy at a presidential rally in South Carolina. The
following  day,  West  tweeted  several  allegations  against
Kardashian and her mom, Kris Jenner. “Kim was trying to fly to
Wyoming with a doctor to lock me up like on the movie Get Out
because I cried about saving my daughter’s life yesterday,”
West said in a now-deleted tweet. A second source revealed
that Kardashian has “tried so hard to help him, but now Kim
and her family feel as though he’s really crossed a line.”
West has previously been diagnosed with Bipolar Disorder, but
he is not receiving treatment at this time.
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In celebrity news, Kim Kardashian
is nearing her breaking point with
husband Kanye West. What are some
ways to work on your relationship
before resorting to divorce?

Cupid’s Advice:

You might be near your breaking point with your partner. Even
when your relationship seems bleak, there are still ways to
fight for it. If you feel like your relationship is slipping
away, Cupid has some advice for you.

1. Reach out to your partner: When your relationship feels
doomed, the last thing you’ll want to do is snuggle up and
show affection to your partner. Do it anyway! It may feel a
little unnatural at first, but showing affection and love
reminds you both there’s something worth fighting for. Don’t
be afraid to send a sappy text or send some flowers.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kim Kardashian & Kanye
West Are on ‘Different Pages’ Amid Quarantine

2.  Acknowledge  your  role:  During  rocky  times  in  your
relationship,  it’s  easy  to  play  the  blame  game  with  your
partner. It’s crucial that you take accountability for some of
your relationship issues. Take the time to spot your role in
these issues and take the steps to fix them.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  News:  Kim  Kardashian  Needs
Space From Kanye West

3. Focus on the “why”: It’s easy to lose sight of why you’re
fighting  for  your  relationship  when  there’s  so  much
negativity. Discuss with your partner the benefits of staying
together, especially if it’s an uphill battle. Remember the
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good times and fight to create more positive times together.

How do you strengthen your relationship? Start a conversation
in the comments below!

Celebrity  Break-Up:  Justin
Hartley Isn’t Concerned About
Ex Chrishell Stause’s Drama

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Justin Hartley reveals he’s not
letting drama from his divorce from celebrity ex Chrishell
Stause  bring  him  down.  Despite  the  Selling  Sunset  star’s
claims about their split, Hartley told ETOnline.com that he is
staying positive: “I’m a happy guy. I sleep like a baby. I
don’t have anything on my mind… I am a very, very lucky, lucky
individual.” Hartley filed for divorce from Stause in November
2019 after almost three years of marriage.

In celebrity break-up news, Justin
Hartley  isn’t  concerning  himself
with  his  ex  Chrishell’s  divorce
drama.  What  are  some  ways  to
distance yourself from relationship
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drama?

Cupid’s Advice:

Post-break-up drama can be overwhelming, especially if you’re
trying to distance yourself from it. If your ex refuses to
leave the drama in the past, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Find your support system: Surround yourself with people you
trust. Distance yourself from your ex and other people you’re
worried might try to bring you down with unnecessary drama.
Lean on close friends and family who you trust have your best
interests at heart.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Justin Hartley Brings Daughter
to Critics Choice Awards Amid Divorce

2. Be empathetic: Understand other people’s thought processes
and do your best to forgive them. Your ex may be causing drama
after the break-up but think about where they’re coming from.
Break-ups hurt and this may be your ex’s (imperfect) way of
handling it.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Exes:  G-Eazy  Had  ‘Creative
Breakthrough’  After  ‘Toxic’  Halsey  Relationship

3. Look on the bright side: Have a positive outlook on your
situation.  While  things  may  not  be  going  perfectly,  be
thankful for the positive people in your life. Be grateful for
you and your ex’s time together instead of bashing them post-
split.

How do you avoid relationship drama? Start a conversation in
the comments below!
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Celebrity  Couple  News:  Find
Out How Emily Blunt & John
Krasinski  Built  a  Strong
Marriage

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Emily Blunt and John Krasinski
continue to be couple goals as the pair celebrate their ten-
year wedding anniversary. The couple met through a mutual
friend in 2008 and share two daughters together, Hazel, 6, and
Violet, 4. The celebrity couple recently stared in Krasinski’s
A Quiet Place together recently. Krasinski reflected on how
the  experience  brought  them  closer  in  an  interview  with
MensHealth.com: “There’s no greater gift that the universe
could have given me than to go through the biggest success of
my career [with Emily].”

In celebrity couple news, Emily and
John’s relationship sparks a little
jealousy,  as  they  have  a  strong
marriage.  What  are  some  ways  to
continually  strengthen  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Relationships require hard work, even when things are going
well.  You  and  your  partner  should  be  working  on  your
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relationship  even  when  it  doesn’t  need  to  be  “fixed.”  If
you’re looking for some ways to strengthen your relationship,
Cupid has some advice for you

1. Stay connected: Your relationship should be founded on
friendship  and  respect  for  each  other.  Working  on  your
friendship is just as important as working on your romance.
Spending quality time with your partner is the best way to
keep your connection strong.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Emily Blunt & John Krasinski
Were Warned About Working Together

2.  Celebrate  each  other:  Showing  affection  and  giving
compliments should be a daily habit in your relationship. Be
the person your partner can fall back on and support them in
everything  they  do.  You  and  your  partner  should  be  each
other’s number one fans!

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Find Out How Cardi B &
Offset Make Their Relationship Work

3. Learn from your fights: Fights are inevitable in every
relationship but make sure you’re being respectful of your
partner. A fight isn’t an excuse to belittle your partner.
Learn how to have healthy disagreements and use them to better
understand your partner.

How do you and your partner keep your relationship strong?
Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Break-Up  News:
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Jordana  Brewster  Files  for
Divorce from Andrew Form

By Diana Iscenko

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Jordana  Brewster  filed  for
divorce from husband Andrew Form after 13 years of marriage.
According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the  Fast  &  Furious  actress
submitted the divorce papers to the Stanley Mosk Courthouse in
Los Angeles last week. The former celebrity couple’s case was
listed as “dissolution with minor children.” The pair share
two sons, Julian, 6, and Rowan, 4.

In celebrity break-up news, Jordana
and Andrew have decided to call it
quits on their marriage. What are
some ways to announce your divorce
to your young children?

Cupid’s Advice:

The end of a marriage is never easy, but it can be even more
stressful when you have young children. As a parent, you want
to protect your kids from painful situations. If you’re not
sure  the  best  way  to  tell  your  kids  about  you  and  your
parent’s separation, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Focus on the moment: Your kids will likely remember the
moment you tell them about the divorce for their entire lives.
Make sure you’re sitting down as a family, with all your kids
and your partner, when having this conversation. Think about
where  you’re  having  this  conversation  and  if  it  would  be
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comfortable for your children.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: What Went Wrong for Kelly
Clarkson & Brandon Blackstock?

2. Listen to your children: It’s impossible to know how your
child  will  react  to  this  news.  No  matter  how  well  you
breakdown the news to your young children, they’re going to
have questions you’re not prepared for. Be supportive of them
no matter how they react and answer their difficult questions
honestly.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Ewan McGregor Settles Divorce
from Eve Mavrakis 2 Years After Filing

3. Be united with your partner: While your divorce is hard on
you,  you  need  to  be  mature  around  your  children.  When
announcing your separation, do not blame your partner. Both
parents should take ownership and give your children the same
message. Blaming your partner will make your kids think they
need to reject their other parent.

How do you look out for your kids during a divorce? Start a
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Christina
Ricci  is  Granted  Protective
Order  Against  Husband  James
Heerdegen
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By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Christina Ricci was granted an
emergency protective order against husband James Heerdegen.
According to UsMagazine.com, the Los Angeles Police Department
responded to a call for domestic battery at the actress’ home.
Ricci was granted the protective order, which prohibits any
contact  between  the  celebrity  couple.  Heerrdegen  was  not
arrested.

In  celebrity  break-up  news,
Christina  Ricci  and  her  husband
James Heerdegen are clearly having
major  issues.  What  do  you  do  if
your partner becomes violent toward
you?

Cupid’s Advice:

Finding out your partner is abusive is difficult to navigate.
While you may still love them, it’s important to keep yourself
safe. No matter what kind of violence you’re facing, it isn’t
your  fault  and  you  aren’t  responsible  for  your  partner’s
abusive behavior. If you need help figuring out how to leave a
violent relationship, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Create a safety plan: A safety plan is a personalized plan
to keep you safe while in a violent relationship. It should
include telling close friends or family about the abuse and
how  to  stay  as  safe  as  possible  before  leaving  the
relationship.  Teach  children  how  to  stay  safe  in  these
emergencies.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Mandy Moore Says Ex Ryan Adams
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Was ‘Psychologically Abusive’

2. Get legal protection: Protective orders and restraining
orders  can  help  you  immediately  by  keeping  your  partner
physically away from you and your family. Once you have a
protective order, you should always keep the document with
you. You can apply for these documents at courthouses, women’s
shelters and police stations.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Demi  Moore  Says  She  Was
‘Addicted’  to  Ashton  Kutcher

3. Leave your abuser: Make a plan to escape quickly. You might
want to request a police escort when you leave. Be sure to
grab  important  documents  and  other  irreplaceable  keepsakes
when leaving. After leaving, try to change up your routine to
lessen  the  chance  of  your  abuser  finding  you.  This  might
include changing your hours at work or changing your phone
number.

Do you have advice for those facing intimate partner violence?
Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Emma
Roberts  Is  Pregnant  with
First Child

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Emma Roberts is expecting her
first child with boyfriend Garrett Hedlund. The pregnancy was
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reported  by  UsMagazine.com  last  Thursday  and  has  been
confirmed  by  Roberts’  mom,  Kelly  Cunningham.  Cunningham
replied to fan comments on Instagram, saying she is “very
excited” to welcome Roberts’ celebrity baby to their family.
The celebrity couple has been dating since March 2019, after
Roberts ended a five-year relationship with American Horror
Story co-star Evan Peters.

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Emma
Roberts  is  expecting  her  first
child  with  her  boyfriend  of  just
over a year, Garrett Hedlund. What
are  some  ways  to  prepare  your
relationship for a child during an
expected pregnancy?

Cupid’s Advice:

Parenthood will completely change your relationship with your
partner. It can be overwhelming for this to change with the
birth  of  your  child.  If  you  need  help  babyproofing  your
relationship, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Remember the pre-pregnancy days: Before your little one’s
arrival, reminisce with your partner about your relationship
pre-parenthood. It’s okay to be sad about some of the freedoms
you two will be losing. Acknowledge the “loss” by celebrating
the end of this part of your relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Gigi Hadid & Zayn Malik Are
Expecting First Child

2. Talk about expectations: Discuss what roles you and your
partner will fall into when your child arrives. There will be
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more work that needs to be done so its crucial that you and
your  partner  discuss  what  each  of  you  will  be  doing  to
contribute.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Former ‘Pump Rules’ Star
Stassi Shroeder Reveals Sex of First Child

3. Hold on to small moments: Learn to appreciate the little
things you and your partner do for each other before your baby
arrives. Once you have a newborn, there will be less time for
date  nights  and  grand  romantic  gestures.  Appreciate  the
smaller signs that your partner is here for you.

How did you prepare your relationship for parenthood? Start a
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Couple  News:  Find
Out How Cardi B & Offset Make
Their Relationship Work

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, hip-hop power couple Cardi B and
Offset  pass  the  two-year  anniversary  of  announcing  their
celebrity wedding. In June 2018, Cardi B announced the couple
had been married for nine months. The rapper said that there
are aspects of her life she wants to keep private, which
included their marriage: “Our relationship was so new breaking
up and making up and we had a lot of growing to do but we was
so in love we didn’t want to lose each other.” The celebrity
couple had a lot of ups and downs in their relationship: their
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secret  marriage,  a  cheating  scandal,  the  birth  of  their
daughter and a period of separation, to name a few. Despite
the chaos, the couple has remained strong over the past three
years. Cardi B told Vogue: “Me and my husband, we prayed on
it… It’s really us against the world.”

In celebrity couple news, Cardi B
and  her  husband  Offset  have  had
their share of ups and downs. How
do you rise above difficult times
in a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

No couple is perfect, but it can be hard to hold onto your
relationship when things are especially rocky. You and your
partner both need to work on your relationship. It’s easier
said than done to fix the problems in your relationship. If
you don’t know where to start, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Spend more time together: Some relationships struggle when
you don’t spend enough time together. Conflicting schedules
and long-distance can take a toll on any couple, but it’s
important  to  put  the  time  into  it.  Plan  a  day  to  spend
together each week. It doesn’t have to be elaborate: it can be
a Netflix night in or a planned FaceTime call.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Cardi  B  Gets  New  Tattoo  of
Husband Offset’s Name

2. Identify bad behavior: It can be hard to tell exactly
what’s going wrong in your relationship. It’s important to
figure out where the negativity is coming from. If it’s from
outside the relationship—like work stress or mental health
issues—you and your partner can tackle it together.
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Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kim Kardashian & Kanye
West Are on ‘Different Pages’ Amid Quarantine

3. Hold on to positivity: Relationship problems can feel like
they overshadow the positives in a relationship. To fix the
issues, you and your partner need to keep trusting and loving
each other. If you forget about the good times, you won’t have
anything to motivate you to get through the issues in your
relationship.

How do you and your partner deal with hard times? Start a
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Break-Up:  Jim
Edmonds  Says  Marriage  with
Meghan  King  Edmonds  Was
‘Loveless and Abusive’

By Diana Iscenko

In latest celebrity news, Jim Edmonds accused ex-wife Meghan
King Edmonds of abuse in a recent Instagram post. Edmonds
posted  a  picture  of  his  girlfriend,  Kortnie  O’Connor,
captioning it: “If it wasn’t for this girl, I don’t think I
would  be  here  right  now.”  He  continues  by  accusing  his
celebrity  ex-wife  and  Real  Housewives  star:  “I  was  going
through hell ending a loveless and abusive relationship. The
lies and accusations that followed the breakup only put me
deeper into a funk.” The post’s intent was to celebrate the
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new celebrity couple but may create drama between the reality
TV exes.

This  celebrity  break-up  was
certainly  not  drama-free,  and
accusations are still being thrown
out there. What are some ways to
keep  negativity  after  a  break-up
from consuming your life?

Cupid’s Advice:

The end of a relationship is always hard, but avoiding drama
will make it easier for you and your ex. Even if you can’t
avoid every awkward moment, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Take time apart: Do your best to not see your ex, even if
you want to be friends after the breakup. Give yourself a
couple of months to get used to life on your own before you
reach out to your ex again. Staying too interconnected after a
breakup will prevent you (and your ex!) from moving on.

Related Link: Celebrity Breakup: Teresa & Joe Giudice Talk
Divorce in Interview with Andy Cohen

2. Set boundaries: Sometimes you can’t avoid your ex. Maybe
you work together or have close mutual friends. You and your
ex  need  to  establish  boundaries.  Discuss  what  you’re
comfortable with when you do see each other and be adamant
about not falling back into your old habits.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Kenya Moore’s Husband Marc
Daly Reportedly Had Multiple Affairs Before Split

3.  Avoid  social  media:  After  the  breakup,  take  some  time
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before going on social media. Seeing what your ex is doing
will cause unnecessary hurt and drama. You might also want to
keep your breakup off the internet at first. You may not be
ready to talk about the breakup with those outside your inner
circle.

How do you keep things drama-free with your exes? Start a
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Former
‘Pump  Rules’  Star  Stassi
Shroeder Reveals Sex of First
Child

By Diana Iscenko

In latest celebrity news, reality TV star Stassi Schroeder
announced she’ll be having a daughter with husband Beau Clark.
The  Instagram  post  was  the  celebrity  couple’s  first
confirmation of the Vanderpump Rules alum’s pregnancy, despite
UsMagazine.com  breaking  the  news  two  weeks  earlier.  Clark
shared his own post about the pair’s celebrity baby, writing,
“I was raised by great women, and the lessons I learned from
them I’ll [forward] to my daughter and then some!”

In celebrity baby news, Stassi and
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Beau will be welcoming a baby girl.
What are some ways to prepare for a
baby girl versus a boy?

Cupid’s Advice:

Expecting a child is an exciting time! Your family is growing
and there’s a lot to prepare for. It’s important to know that
a baby’s brain develops differently for each sex. If you want
a sneak peek into your little girl talents and struggles,
Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Talking: On average, girls start talking a month earlier
than boys. Girls also tend to have larger vocabularies than
boys as early as 18 and 24 months. However, reading to your
child  has  more  of  an  impact  on  their  vocabulary  than
biological sex does, so be sure to talk and read to your baby
as much as you can!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Baby  News:  Stassi  Schroeder  Is
Expecting First Child Amid ‘Pump Rules’ Firing

2. Spatial skills: Boys tend to better understand the space
objects  take  up.  Boys  can  usually  understand  how  objects
appear rotated between three to five months old, which is
earlier than girls. Make sure to play with your daughter in
ways that help her with this: build with building blocks,
teach her to count, throw a ball around with her.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kourtney Kardashian Says She Has
‘Responsibility’ to Teach Kids About White Privilege

3. Potty training: Girls have the upper hand when it comes to
potty training. They start toilet training between 22 and 30
months, which is three months to a year earlier than boys.
Girls pee on their own approximately four months earlier than
boys. Girls also are able to sit still to poop around three-
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and-a-quarter-years-old,  which  is  five  months  earlier  than
boys.

How else do you prepare for the birth of your little girl?
Start a conversation in the comments below!

New  Celebrity  Couple:  Jon
Hamm  Is  Dating  Former  ‘Mad
Men’ Co-Star Anna Osceola

By Diana Iscenko

In the latest celebrity news, Jon Hamm and former co-star Anna
Osceola  have  been  spotted  together,  sparking  relationship
rumors between the two actors. UsMagazine.com confirms the
celebrity couple is likely in a relationship. The Mad Men
alums have been spotted together playing tennis and picking up
food in the midst of the pandemic.

There’s  a  newly  identified
celebrity couple in Hollywood! What
are  some  reasons  to  keep  your
relationship under wraps at first?

Cupid’s Advice:

A new relationship is always exciting! You might be tempted to
tell everyone in your life about your new love, but there are
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some benefits to keeping a new relationship private. If you’re
not sure if keeping a new relationship under wraps is for you,
Cupid has some advice:

1.  You  can  connect  on  a  deeper  level:  Keeping  your  new
relationship private gives you and your partner a chance to
establish your relationship. There’s a lot of learning to do
at the start of a relationship and keeping it private will
allow the two of you to create a strong foundation.

Related Link: ‘Mad Men’ Creator Says Jon Hamm and Jennifer
Westfeldt Are Having ‘Tough Time’ Post-Celebrity Break-Up

2.  There’s  less  pressure:  One  way  to  have  privacy  in  a
relationship is to keep it off social media. This prevents
people from having expectations about your relationship. This
will keep the relationship between the two of you and away
from those who aren’t rooting for your happiness.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Megan Fox & Machine Gun
Kelly Confirm Relationship With a Kiss

3. It will end cleanly: Relationships are always a shot in the
dark and they don’t always work out. If your new relationship
wasn’t built to last, keeping it private will make it easier
to move on. You can rely on your inner circle without having
it questioned by outsiders.

When  do  you  know  it’s  time  to  tell  people  about  a  new
relationship? Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  Wedding:  Raven-
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Symoné Marries Miranda Maday
in Surprise Ceremony

By Diana Iscenko

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Raven-Symoné  announced  on
Instagram that she and girlfriend Miranda Maday were married
in  a  surprise  ceremony  on  June  18.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, the celebrity wedding was an intimate backyard
ceremony due to the Coronavirus pandemic. The celebrity couple
has kept their relationship private, but Symoné opened up
about her new wife on her Instagram post: “I got married to a
woman who understands me from trigger to joy, from breakfast
to midnight snack, from stage to home.”

In celebrity wedding news, Raven-
Symone  is  officially  off  the
market.  What  are  some  ways  to
explain  a  small  wedding  ceremony
with few guests to extended family
and friends?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having a small wedding might be perfect for you. It’s more
intimate. It’s cheaper. It’s less stressful. The only downside
is chopping down your guest list. If you’re worried about your
distant  relatives  and  coworkers  asking  why  they  weren’t
invited, Cupid has some advice for you:

1.  Blame  your  budget:  One  way  to  curve  these  awkward
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conversations  is  by  blaming  your  budget.  Tell  those  that
didn’t make the guest list that your tight budget prevented
you from inviting everyone you wanted to celebrate with you.

Related Link: Dating Advice: 3 Best Places for Women to Meet
Women

2. Blame your family: Another way to dodge this question is to
bring up how you want your wedding to be intimate. Tell them
that the guest list is made up of only your closest family
members and your wedding party.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Brooks Laich Says He’s Proud of
Wife Julianne Hough For Saying She’s ‘Not Straight’

3. Blame your venue: When all else fails, bring up your venue.
Tell  those  not  invited  that  the  venue  you  chose  has
limitations on how many people can attend and that you wish
you could’ve invited more loved ones.

How would you tell someone that they’re not invited to your
wedding? Start a conversation in the comments below!
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